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Welcome to this edition of Insolvency Update, looking at
topical and important issues in relation to insolvency and
bankruptcy law.
September 2014
Federal Court of Australia upholds
landmark cross-border insolvency
decision
In Akers (as a joint foreign representative of
Saad Investments Company Ltd) (in official
liquidation) (a company registered in the Cayman Islands) v
DCT [2014] FCAFC 57 the Federal Court of Australia recently
upheld an earlier landmark decision concerning the proper
construction and interpretation of the Model Law on Cross
Border Insolvency on the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law, made part of Australian Law by the
Cross-Border Insolvency Act 2008 (Cth). Associate, Stefano
Calabretta, discusses.

The Personal Property
Securities Act - Interim Review
An interim report on the operation of
the Personal Property Securities Act
2009 was released last month to
address the impact of this Act on small businesses and
any priority action, including legislative amendments,
that should be considered by the government. Partner,
Amanda Banton and Special Counsel, Lisa Gallate
discuss the report.
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Applying trust assets against
liquidators’ remuneration
Senior Associate, Sarah Drinkwater,
Associate, Tim Logan and Paralegal,
Erin Donald discuss the recent case of
AAA Financial Intelligence Ltd (in liquidation) ACN 093
616 445 [2014] NSWSC 1004.
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The Personal Property Securities Act - Interim
Review
An interim report on the operation of the Personal Property Securities Act 2009
was released last month to address the impact of the Act on small businesses
and any priority action, including legislative amendments, that should be
considered by the Government. Partner, Amanda Banton and Special Counsel,
Lisa Gallate, discuss the report.
The Personal Property Securities Act
2009 (PPSA) was introduced to codify the
varying and numerous state and territory
laws into a national regime dealing with
the registration of security interests over
personal property. This regime not only
included the introduction of the PPSA
itself but also the creation of the PPSA
Register (Register). Together, these
measures aimed to:

The nature of the concerns raised in
submissions related mainly to:

•

increase the consistency and certainty
of secured finance

•

reduce the complexity and costs of
secured finance

•

enhance the ability of businesses
and consumers to use their assets as
security and improve their access to
cost-effective finance.

Almost all of the submissions raise the
lack of awareness of the PPSA among the
small business sector despite Government
implementation of media campaigns and
community focused initiatives. The Interim
Report states that “almost all of the
submissions make the point that much of
small business is either entirely unaware
of the existence of the PPSA, or does not
understand the extent to which the PPSA
can impact on their business activities”. The
consequences of this meant these businesses
often lost assets during a customer’s
external administration because they failed
to correctly register their interests or were
not aware that ownership of the asset was
no longer sufficient protection. This issue
was further compounded by the fact that
they could ill afford the necessary financial
or legal expertise to properly complete
a registration. In addition, insolvency
practitioners have been astute to determine
whether equipment hire businesses that hire
goods to an insolvent company or suppliers
who supply goods on a retention of title
basis have satisfied the PPSA requirements.
The Interim Report suggests this is a
widespread issue for hirers and suppliers.

However, the Government did recognise
that the PPSA was complex, and a
“complex and vital area for economic
activity”, and as such, provision was
made for a review of the PPSA’s
operation by the third anniversary of
its commencement i.e. by 30 January
2015. On April 4 2014, the Government
commissioned a review of the operation
of the PPSA and its impact, after more
than two years in operation. An interim
report, released on 31 July 2014 sought to
identify concerns with the PPSA through a
submission process.
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•

A lack of awareness of the PPSA and
its effect, especially amongst small
businesses.

•

Its complexity and difficult
interpretation.

A lack of awareness
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Complexity
The second major and recurring concern
from submissions was the complex nature
of the PPSA and how individual provisions
were intended to relate to one another.
Businesses saw this as an unnecessary
contradiction to the PPSA’s intentions to
make the statutory framework simpler.
Although it needs to be appreciated that
such broad ranging reforms in a relatively
complex area are likely to attract a certain
level of intricacy, many of the difficulties
arise out of the language of the provisions
which use many technical terms that
are unfamiliar to the general business
community and are derived from overseas
models that are unfamiliar in Australia.
The Interim Report provides by way of
example, the concepts of “perfection”
(the ways in which a security interest
can be given as “robust a character as
possible”), “intermediated security”,
“security interest” (there being confusion
whether it extends beyond a property
interest to a contractual interest, such
as joint venture agreements), “purchase
money security interest” and “transfers”
(it being unclear whether it includes a
leasing of goods by a secured party to a
grantor). Submissions have also noted that
the register itself is difficult to navigate,
not only in registering property to
perfect an interest, but also in conducting
searches.
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As an aside observation, we have noticed
in practice, that there is an apparent
lack of production of the document
that creates the security interest, on the
register. Whilst the register will record
the interest, it often appears not to
include the physical copy of the document
that creates it. This is a practical issue of
application that could also be addressed in
further consultations for the final report.

Proposed Reforms
Although the final report is not expected
until 30 January 2015, certain pathways to
reform have been identified and suggested
in the interim review. The problem with
these proposals is that they come from
different industries and business sectors
and contain conflicting proposals. Some
have suggested a narrowing of the PPSA,
whilst some have proposed its expansion.
Indeed some of these changes to the
provisions have called for minimum
thresholds on properties (given the
difficulty and expense of working with
the PPSA for low value property items)
and others have submitted extending
the PPSA to fixtures, water rights and
excluded statutory licences. It is unlikely
however that any ad hoc approach to
reforms will be successful. The preference
of the Interim Report’s author is not to
recommend industry or property specific
carve outs as this is likely to add to the
overall complexity and uncertainty of the
PPSA.
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The Interim Report concludes that proposals
for change raised in submissions and other
relevant issues be the subject of consultation
papers and released for broader industry
consultation. The Interim Report has
recommended that the review continue
to engage with the Australian Financial
Security Authority (AFSA) and its advice be
sought on the practicalities of any proposed
changes to the register. Also, that AFSA
(and business representatives, especially
for ROT suppliers and the hiring industry)
develop a targeted short term education and
awareness raising campaign of the PPSA and
its registration requirements.

For further information contact:
Amanda Banton, Partner
t +61 2 9253 9929
abanton@piperalderman.com.au
Lisa Gallate, Special Counsel
t +61 2 9253 3855
lgallate@piperalderman.com.au

It is expected that the final report will
go further in raising specific measures to
improve the application and reduce the
complexity of the PPSA for all areas of
business. There is no doubt however, that
more needs to be done in the short term to
improve the awareness of the PPSA by small
business, keeping in mind the necessary reeducation strategies which may be required
should any significant reforms be made in the
future.
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Applying trust assets against liquidators’
remuneration
Senior Associate, Sarah Drinkwater, Associate, Tim Logan and Paralegal, Erin
Donald discuss the recent case of AAA Financial Intelligence Ltd (in liquidation)
ACN 093 616 445 [2014] NSWSC 1004.
The facts

Orders sought by Liquidators

The applicants were the Liquidators of AAA
Financial Intelligence Ltd (in liquidation) (the
Company).

The Liquidators applied for directions
pursuant to section 511 of the Corporations
Act 2001 (Cth) and s 63 of the Trustee Act
(NSW) in relation to applying the Trust
Assets in the following order and priority:

Funds recovered by the Liquidators
during the course of the liquidation of the
Company were held on trust for two classes
of creditors – Advisers and Stockbrokers.
The assets recovered were treated as trust
assets, and the Advisors and Stockbrokers
were treated as creditors of the trust, rather
than unsecured creditors of the Company.
The Liquidators had previously sought advice
regarding those aspects, and there appears
to have been no issue taken by the Court
with respect to this classification.
The Liquidators held approximately
$120,000.00 in trust assets. Liquidators
identified total claims by Advisers of
$623,572.00 and by Stockbrokers in the
amount of $8,108.00.
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costs and expenses of the Liquidators
associated with the proceedings
seeking directions



remuneration and expenses of the
Liquidators, as approved by the Court



further remuneration and expenses of
the Liquidators, as approved by the
Court



pari passu distribution for admitted
claims of Advisers and Stockbrokers



to the Liquidators as an asset of the
Company (although the Liquidators
did not anticipate any funds to fall
under this category).
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Reasons for the Decision by
Justice Brereton
The main issues considered by His
Honour Justice Brereton were:


Whether the liquidators were
permitted to recover their
remuneration and expenses from
trust assets.
If a Company acts solely as a
Trustee, the liquidators are entitled
to be paid their costs and expenses
from the Trust Assets. However,
as the Company did not solely act
as a trustee, “prima facie, costs and
expenses of the winding up should
be borne by its non-trust assets.”
As the Company appeared to not
have any other assets other than
the Trust Assets, it was held that
the liquidators were entitled to their
“reasonable and proper costs and
expenses from the trust assets, but
only in respect of such work as is
referable to the administration of
the trust assets”.
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Whether the residue of the trust
assets should be on a parri passu
basis.
His Honour drew an analogy to Re
Sutherland; French Caledonia Travel
Service Pty Ltd, wherein a Travel
Agent had received funds from
customers on account of travel
expenses they were yet to incur.
The travel agent subsequently went
into liquidation and it was held that
the distribution of trust account
funds were to be distributed to the
customers in accordance with the
proportion of their claim, as assed by
the liquidator. His Honour held in this
case that the “liquidators would be
justified in distributing the remaining
balance pari passu amongst the
Advisers and Stockbrokers according
to their claims as assessed by the
liquidators.”



The amount of the remuneration and
expenses claimed by the liquidators.
The liquidators have the onus to
prove that the costs and expenses
of the liquidator are reasonable.
The court has wide discretion in
determining the remuneration
of liquidators, subject to the
considerations in section 473(10) of
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).
The remuneration is a subjective
question which must be proper
and reasonable with respect to the
winding up of the company.
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His Honour was conscious of the costs
to be incurred by further litigation to
determine the remuneration of the
liquidators, thus held that the Court
would fix the costs of remuneration,
subject to the liquidators providing
further evidence of their remuneration
and the Advisers and Stockbrokers
having a say in the orders sought.


Whether the directions and advice
sought by the Liquidators should be
given without notice to the Advisors
and Stockbrokers – those affected
Ultimately, the Court considered that
it was appropriate for the Advisors
and Stockbrokers to be made aware
of the Application, and be given the
opportunity to be heard. The matter
was adjourned to 1 September 2014
to allow that to occur. The liquidators
gave notice of the adjournment to the
advisors and stockbrokers using various
methods of communication. Only
one Advisor responded who “sought
confirmation that based on current
estimates it appeared unlikely that
there would be any return to Advisers,
and indicated that he did not intend to
appear, oppose or seek to be hear in
respect of the application.”

Conclusion
This case enforces the fact that the Court
has a discretion when dealing with the
costs and expenses claimed by a liquidator,
and that a strong regard is had to the
reasonableness of the costs incurred in light
of the benefit received by the creditors.
We note that while this matter was
adjourned to 1 September 2014. On 17
September 2014 the second judgment
was handed down, In the Matter of AAA
Financial Intelligence Ltd (in liquidation) ACN
093 616 445 (No 2) [2014] NSWSC 1270.
The second decision goes into further
detail regarding how the remuneration
and expenses of liquidators are to be
assessed. To that end, His Honour
deemed it appropriate for the liquidators’
remuneration to be calculated at 20% of
the assets realised. His Honour made
preliminary orders, affirming the orders
made in the first decision, subject to
any submissions that may be made after
consideration of the preliminary orders.
For further information contact:
Partner, Warren Jiear
t +61 7 3220 7709
sdrinkwater@piperalderman.com.au
Senior Associate, Sarah Drinkwater
t +61 7 3220 7723
sdrinkwater@piperalderman.com.au
Tim Logan, Associate
t +61 7 3220 7727
tlogan@piperalderman.com.au
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Federal Court of Australia upholds landmark
cross border insolvency decision

In Akers (as a joint foreign representative of Saad Investments Company Ltd) (in
official liquidation) (a company registered in the Cayman Islands) v DCT [2014]
FCAFC 57 the Federal Court of Australia recently upheld an earlier landmark
decision concerning the proper construction and interpretation of the Model Law
on Cross Border Insolvency on the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law, made part of Australian Law by the Cross-Border Insolvency Act
2008 (Cth). Associate, Stefano Calabretta discusses.
Objects of Model Law – the concept
of “recognition”
One of the consequences of a transnational
corporation becoming insolvent is that its
assets become subject to the individual
insolvency laws of the particular countries in
which they are located. To help overcome
the potential abundance of insolvency
regimes and the administrative issues this can
produce, the Model Law on Cross Border
Insolvency (Model Law) aims to establish a
system whereby a transnational company’s
insolvency is run out of the company’s
centre of main interests (COMI) alone.
Under Article 20 of the Model Law,
a transnational company’s assets in
jurisdictions outside its COMI are
quarantined from the local insolvency
laws of those jurisdictions. Therefore, a
local creditor would be prevented from
commencing or continuing enforcement
proceedings against the company in that
jurisdiction. However, quarantining would
only apply in a country that has adopted
the Model Law (which Australia has) and if
a Court in that country has granted what is
known as “recognition” under the Model
Law.
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Facts
Saad Investments Company Limited
(SAAD) was a company incorporated in
the Cayman Islands and was involved in
money market operations and investments
in marketable securities and real estate
in various locations around the world.
Prior to August 2008, SAAD held shares
in a number of publicly listed Australia
companies, including shares in Sunshine
Gas Limited (Sunshine). In August 2008
SAAD sold its shares in Sunshine, which
sale gave rise to an asserted tax liability.
In September 2009 the Grand Court of the
Cayman Islands made orders that SAAD
be wound up. The Deputy Commissioner
of Taxation (DCT) then contacted SAAD’s
joint liquidators advising them that it was a
creditor of SAAD and in November 2009
issued a notice of assessment for the year
ending 30 June 2009 totalling approximately
$83 m (Tax Debt). The DCT then lodged a
Proof of Debt in the liquidation.
In September 2010 the joint liquidators
filed an application in the Federal Court of
Australia seeking “recognition” under the
Model Law. Recognition orders were made
in October 2010.
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Modification of 2010 recognition
orders
The matter then came to a head two
years later when in September 2012, the
joint liquidators gave the DCT 14 days’
notice of their intention to remit SAAD’s
Australian assets to the Cayman Islands.
The problem for the DCT was twofold.
First, the effect of the recognition orders
was that he could not enforce his claim
against SAAD in Australia. To add salt to
the DCT’s wounds, under the laws of the
Cayman Islands, claims for foreign taxes
are unenforceable. Therefore, the DCT
was faced with the very real possibility of
ending up with nothing.
Finding himself between a rock and a
hard place, the DCT filed an interlocutory
application in which he sought orders
that the recognition orders be modified
(Modification Orders), the effect of which
would be to:


prohibit the joint liquidators from
transferring SAAD’s Australian assets
overseas



allow the DCT to commence
enforcement action against SAAD
and its Australian assets in relation to
the Tax Debt.
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The DCT’s application was heard in
November 2012. Ultimately the Modification
Orders were made by the Federal Court
of Australia in August 2013. The joint
liquidators appealed.

Appeal
The joint liquidators’ appeal was determined
by Chief Justice Allsop and Justices
Robertson and Griffith on 14 May 2014.
They dismissed the appeal and upheld the
primary judge’s decision below. On the
surface, the decisions are inconsistent with
the aim and objectives of the suspension
provisions in Article 20 of the Model
Law as they allow the DCT to take such
enforcement steps as Australian Law permits
against SAAD in Australia.
The main arguments advanced by the joint
liquidators included:


that the Modification Orders were
inconsistent with the suspension
provisions of Article 20 of the Model
Law



that section 468(4) of the Corporations
Act 2001 (Cth), which provides
that any attachment, sequestration,
distress or execution put in force
against a company in liquidation after
the commencement of the winding
up of a company is void, would apply
in this case to the DCT’s Notice of
Assessment
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that the DCTs’ decision to lodge a
proof of debt in the Cayman Islands
liquidation constituted a submission
to the jurisdiction of the Cayman
Islands (where foreign tax claims are
unenforceable) and the DCT was
therefore estopped from making a
claim in Australia.

For further information contact:
Stefano Calabretta, Associate
t +61 2 9253 3804
scalabretta@piperalderman.com.au

The Court rejected all the arguments
advanced by the joint liquidators. It
observed that there is scope in Article
22.3 of the Model Law for the Court to
modify the suspension provisions in Article
20 and also referred to the “public policy”
provision under Article 6 and the primary
judge’s observations at [45] in response to
the DCT’s public policy arguments:
It is fundamental in any society that its
government is able to require its citizens
and others who operate a business or
reside within that society, to pay taxation
so as to maintain the State. I would simply
observe that, without deciding the issue,
there is thus considerable force in the
Commissioner’s reliance on Art 6.
The above passage highlights that the
decisions (and perhaps, to a greater extent,
the decision below) were clearly motivated
by public policy. It will be interesting to
observe how Courts approach similar
applications in the future, particularly
those without the underlying public policy
ingredients.
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